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A competitive, complex market
As New Year resolutions
purge alcohol and turkey
from the blood like an earnest
centrifuge, minds turn to the
health of the Oxfordshire
letting market in 2009.
Activity in our eight pure letting and
management ofﬁces across Oxfordshire informs
our views.

Quarter 4, 2008
October, a strange month
For the ﬁrst time in more than 35 years we let
fewer properties in October than November.
The cause: stunned consumer caution due
to global ﬁnancial events and the rapid
accumulation of failed sales properties to
let. The result: trafﬁc on ﬁnders.co.uk and
the property portals fell 23% and we let
18% fewer properties against October 07.
Decisiveness returned in November – aided by
FKʼs determined letting drive – and lets agreed
rose 26% in November and 23% in December
against the same months in 2007.
Supply rising more than demand
Statistics often obfuscate but this one is a
corker: there was 61% more property to let in
Oxfordshire in November 08 than November
071. Remarkable. Any increase in applicant
demand due to mortgage illiquidity has been
offset by a glut of failed sales properties,
many of them unloved and lacking decent
presentation. The result: ﬁerce competition for
high-budget applicants and families. In reality,
large family homes without a dash of ʻqualityʼ
are available for 10-25% less than in Quarter 4
2007. There is an awful lot of value out there.
Required: accurate rents, good presentation,
landlord ﬂexibility
This 61% increase saw price sensitivity spread
from the countryʼs market towns (Bicester,
Banbury, Witney) into Oxford in Quarter
4. Razor-sharp experience is required to set
rents correctly: even £30 too high can hinder
progress. Good presentation is non-negotiable
given the level of competition. Flexibility can
deliver tenants, for example four corporate
let sharers living in a smart Headington home
where the landlord wanted a family – so far no
complaints. Clever matching ﬁnds a three-month
short let for a Banbury landlord.
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Quality dissipates consumer caution
Even in uncertain times, the best properties
power ahead and show that quality and
unique features never go out of fashion. Some
examples: a 5-bedroom Georgian Burford
town house marketed at £1850 attracted many
enquiries and let quickly (Photo 1); a beautiful
country home in Asthall on the market at
£2350 was snapped up (Photo 2); two new
family homes in Marcham have let to corporate
relocations with asking rents of £1700 (Photo
3). Beautifully built 1 and 2-bedroom homes
on the northern edge of Summertown let
immediately for £895 and £1295.
Ongoing appetite for glamorous Oxford citycentre life
Young single professionals want to live the
dream in dramatic apartments in Oxford
Castle and Folly Bridge (Photo 4). Our Central
Oxford ofﬁce let three 1-bedroom apartments
for over £1000, each within a week. Welllocated apartments on Ifﬂey Road also let fast
at rents between £650 and £700: are central
1-bedroom homes the most robust letting
segment in Oxfordshire?
The automotive cluster struggles
This cluster has aided letting demand for
decades. Yet in Quarter 4 global overcapacity
hit home: 600 planned job losses at Aston
Martin, Gaydon; reduced shifts and headcount
at BMW Oxford and Honda Swindon; the
closure of Honda Formula 1 racing at Brackley.
An optimist might hope that the strong nature of
the cuts implies that ﬁrms are taking proactive
as well as reactive measures to stabilise 2009
employment levels (and the electric MINI E,
launched to the trade in November, is exciting
for the long term).

Looking to 2009
Emboldened by pervasive negativity, the City is
now making the type of predictions (15% house
price falls and 7% unemployment2) which it
pointedly failed to make a year ago. Sticking to
our knitting, here are some thoughts on 2009:
The January bounce to be lower
January normally has three times the activity
of December as life decisions are made (and,
sadly, Christmas domestic pressure hits home).
Our managers expect a real bounce, but to a
lower level than 2008.
Unemployment to rise, although Oxfordshire is
relatively well positioned alongside fundamental
drivers of demand
As the automotive issues show, unemployment
will be the biggest inﬂuence on the UKʼs
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economic health in 2009. However, for
landlords and investors the situation requires
context. Oxfordshire starts from a strong base,
for example the Vale of the White Horse has
the lowest unemployment in the UK at 2.4%3.
The countyʼs defence is aided by fundamental
drivers such as the universities and hospitals;
renowned schools; strong scientiﬁc industries;
excellent transport links; and greenbelt
planning restrictions.
Sustained oversupply will continue to
affect rents
A continued 60% year-on-year increase in
property to let accompanied by low applicant
conﬁdence will only decrease rent levels.
This trend will be accentuated with increased
distance from OX1, the epicentre of demand.
This will be a shock for landlords who have
seen rents steadily rise 27% from July 2000 to
July 20084.
Formula 1 cost reductions: short-term pain, longterm gain
With several Formula 1 teams in or near
Oxfordshire, debates on cost saving are
relevant. The predicted 30% cuts will remove
some high-value tenants from the market,
but any move which sustains the engineering
sectorʼs long-term health seems prudent.
Rent collection to be more important
When times are tricky, rents arrive late. Rent
collection requires expertise beyond the
letter/court route. Good tenants can pay late
too, and often the right blend of empathy and
persistence can make the rent arrive faster than
can threatening letters.
1.5% base rate: smelling salts for investors
A 1.5% base rate horriﬁes investors with
capital in savings accounts. We have seen a
300% increase in demand for our Investment
& Acquisition service in December. Clients
tend to be experienced investors with ready
access to credit and signiﬁcant cash reserves,
or the successful 50–65-year-old generation,
often investing long term for children and
grandchildren. (We are running free Saturday
consultations – contact sarahc@ﬁnders.co.uk
for details.)
A lack of new build will alter the types
of investment
Investors in the Oxfordshire sales market in
2009 will ﬁnd few new builds. Successful
investors will be looking to add value and
re-model residential property, altering space,
property layout and ﬁnishing. We are excited
by this fresh slant on Oxfordʼs over-trawled
property market, because these are precisely
the properties which are not selling. There will
be scope for our purchasing expertise.

Watch out for government legislation set on
the hoof
Last quarter saw a new VAT rate; plans for
mortgage repayment deferral legislation;
part-nationalised banks not passing rate
cuts to customers; and some banks delaying
house repossession. So far none of these
has prevented house price falls. No letting
legislation is planned. We believe that the lighttouch licensing for letting agents discussed by
the Rugg Report5 would improve the sectorʼs
credibility, but it looks unlikely.

The List launches

On 10 December our FK Student Letting
team arrived at work to ﬁnd a 50-yard line
of students. Many had arrived at 4 a.m. and
were frozen in the thick frost (Photo 5).
The cause? It was the ﬁrst day that students
could book January viewings for the 190
FK Student Letting properties. As Associate
Director Simon Tyrrell explained to
BBC News:
“We were really surprised to see so many
– especially at this time of the year. An air
of panic has come into the market, as most
student properties are so bad people are
willing to go that extra mile.”
Student properties are being released
earlier and earlier – a bit like September
magazines coming out mid-June – but we
have stuck to our January guns and it seems
to work: on 10 December 310 students
queued up to book 105 January viewings of
three houses each.
Demand was aided by the new List, a
200-page book of properties (see above).
We hope that demand was also stimulated
by our higher quality properties, strippeddown simpliﬁed service and an underlying
philosophy of treating students as adults. We
have several properties for sale with tenants
– for details ring 01865 260111.

